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Are you lonely?

This is the perfect companion at home or abroad*
It's bright and furry – it moves in surprising ways. It sings your favorite song when you squeeze its ear. It goes with everything you own, but in unpredictable ways. It flatters every figure and has two energy saving settings. It makes healthy smoothies in just minutes a day.

Afraid of success?

This is the perfect productivity tool*
It's full of brain-teasing puzzles that are almost too hard to solve. It has a surprise ending. It will remind you of your childhood home and the last book you loved. It's got every season of your favorite show saved. It's the perfect way to grow nutritious vegetables in your window.

Case of the Mondays?

This is the perfect pick-you-up after a long day*
It lights up when you shake it. Play practical jokes on your coworkers with its detachable slingshot. It dances humorously to any music—even humming. If used regularly, it can ease mild heartburn. It's equally at home on your monitor or dashboard. It's waterproof and blows bubbles.

Worried that you might do something drastic?

This is the perfect biofeedback system*
It comes in five flavors and has three relaxation settings – including infrared heat. It dispenses forever stamps and M&Ms. It purrs. It can help you keep track of your important appointments. Its protective film is guaranteed never to fade. It's lower in fat than a majority of comparable products.

Before you try anything else, try this
It's the easiest way to stay in shape in just minutes a day. It can double as an extra outlet. Hold it up to your ear and you can hear the ocean. One size fits most.

* Limited warranty. No express or implied guarantees. Tampering invalidates manufacturer support.